Based on the Kosterlitz-Thouless-Halperin-Nelson-Young theory of two-dimensional melting and the analogy between Laughlin states and the two-dimensional one-component plasma, we investigate the possibility of liquid crystalline states in a single Landau level ͑LL͒. We introduce many-body trial wave functions that are translationally invariant but possess twofold ͑i.e., nematic͒, fourfold ͑tetratic͒, or sixfold ͑hexatic͒ broken rotational symmetry at respective filling factors ϭ1/3, 1/5, and 1/7 of the valence LL. We find that the above liquid crystalline states exhibit a soft charge-density wave ͑CDW͒ which underlies the translationally invariant state but which is destroyed by quantum fluctuations. By means of Monte Carlo simulations, we determine that, for a considerable variety of interaction potentials, the anisotropic states are energetically unfavorable for the lowest and first excited LL's ͑with index Lϭ0,1), whereas the nematic is favorable at the second excited LL (Lϭ2).
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1983 Laughlin 1 introduced his famous trial-wave function
to describe the fractional quantum Hall effect ͑FQHE͒ states [2] [3] [4] [5] for filling factors ϭ1/m of the lowest Landau level ͑LLL͒, where m is an odd integer. Immediately after this discovery, many attempts were done to compare the stability of these states against other known ground states, typically Wigner crystal ͑WC͒ states. [6] [7] [8] At absolute zero (Tϭ0) the current theoretical understanding is that WC states are favorable for filling factors smaller than a critical value c Ӎ1/6.5. 7, 8 For larger filling factors of the LLL, the electrons are believed to form a quantum liquid state with Laughlin wave function being an excellent choice for ϭ1/m ͑with mϭ1, 3, 5) . 9 Because of its translational and rotational invariance, Laughlin's wave function can be used to describe a liquid state of the electrons in the LLL, as can be seen by writing ͉⌿ 1/m ͉ 2 as a classical distribution function 10 and V is the potential energy of a classical two-dimensional one-component-plasma ͑2DOCP͒ system. Using the formal analogy between the Laughlin wave function and the 2DOCP we can identify a dimensionless coupling constant, ⌫ϵ␤e 2 ϭe 2 /(k B T)ϭ2m. An equilibrium state of the 2DOCP is entirely characterized by ⌫ and the freezing transition in this case was located at ⌫Ϸ140. 10 Employing the analogy between the temperature of the classical plasma and the filling factor of the LLL, we should expect a freezing transition as we decrease the electronic filling factor in the quantum Hall regime. Because of the different quantum nature of the electronic correlations in the FQHE, it was found that such a system is a Laughlin liquid for filling factors ϭ1/3 and 1/5, but becomes crystal for filling factors smaller than c Ϸ1/6.5 ͑this value is about an order of magnitude larger than that deduced from the classical 2DOCP analogy͒.
It is feasible that, in analogy to the classical freezing transition realized by cooling down a 2DOCP, the transition to a solid ͑WC͒ state obtained by reducing the filling factor in the electron case may be interpreted as a topological KosterlitzThouless-type transition. 12 This would be the correlated electron system counterpart of the well-known 2D melting problem. Although the 2D melting is not fully understood, an elegant and reliable theory of melting has been proposed in the 1970s by Kosterlitz, Thouless, Halperin, Nelson, and Young ͑KTHNY͒. [12] [13] [14] The KTHNY theory predicts that an intermediate third phase called hexatic, will exist between the hexagonal solid and the liquid phases in a certain portion of the phase diagram ͑perhaps in a somewhat narrow range of temperatures͒. In the liquid phase there is no long-range translational or rotational order ͑the system is both translationally and rotationally invariant͒. In the solid phase the system has quasi-long-range translational and true longrange rotational order. The hexatic phase in the KTHNY theory is thought to have no true long-range translational order, but does retain quasi-long-range orientational order ͑the system is translationally invariant, but not rotationally invariant at least for short distances͒. The intermediate hexatic phase is often considered most important since it has a symmetry intermediate between the hexagonal solid and the liquid.
Recent experiments in very high mobility ( ϳ10 7 m/Vs)GaAs/Al x Ga 1Ϫx As heterostructures have shown a variety of low-temperature phases with exotic properties. Since 1999 it has been known that in transitional regions between QH plateaus for high LL's ͑with LL index Lу2) either a smectic or nematic phase exists. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] In fact, one of us calculated to a reasonable accuracy the anisotropicisotropic transition temperature as a topological process. 17 In 2002 a melting transition from the WC state to a FQHE-like state was observed at ca. 130 mK ͑Ref. 21͒ and speculation mounted to suggest that possibly this transition occurs to a hexatic mesophase. 22 On this grounds we investigate the possibility of various liquid crystalline mesophases in a partially filled LL. Given that two-dimensional liquid crystals may posses different forms of rotational group symmetry, we select a set of possible candidates, having C 2 ͑nematic͒, C 4 ͑tetratic͒, and C 6 ͑hexatic͒ rotational group symmetry ͑note that, in principle, higher symmetry groups are also possible for a liquid crystal, e.g., a liquid quasicrystal with a C 10 symmetry-we have not explored, however such possibilities in this paper 23 ͒. Our results indicate that the states studied exhibit a soft chargedensity wave ͑CDW͒ which underlies the translationally invariant state but which is destroyed by quantum fluctuations. We perform Monte Carlo ͑MC͒ simulations and determine that for a wide range of interactions the anisotropic states are energetically unfavorable for the lowest and first excited LL's ͑with index Lϭ0,1), whereas the nematic is favorable at the second excited LL (Lϭ2).
In Sec. II we describe the types of states that were considered for our calculations. Section III presents the types of interaction potential considered and explains the methods used to calculate the properties of the system. Section IV contains the results obtained and a discussion of their meaning. The underlying soft CDW is discussed in Sec. V. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Sec. VI.
II. LIQUID CRYSTAL STATES
In this paper we consider liquid crystalline phases with no translational order but with quasi-long-range orientational order with various rotational symmetry groups C 2 , C 4 , and C 6 ; corresponding to a nematic, tetratic, and hexatic phase, respectively. There are some basic requirements on how we construct these states: ͑i͒ the states must obey Fermi statistics, i.e., they must have odd parity under the exchange of any pair of electrons, ͑ii͒ the states must be translationally invariant ͑at least far away from the boundaries of the system in case of a finite number of electrons͒, ͑iii͒ there must be a broken rotational symmetry belonging to the proper symmetry group, ͑iv͒ the states must belong to a single LL to avoid the large cyclotron energy cost ប c ϭបeB/m e , where B is the magnetic field, and e and m e are the electron charge and mass, respectively ͑also note that as we will show later, various properties at any LL can be readily obtained from properties calculated in the LLL͒.
A class of such wave functions satisfying all these requirements are the so-called broken-rotational-symmetry ͑BRS͒ wave functions 24,18 -20,22 that are systematically constructed by properly splitting the zeros of the Laughlin liquid state ͓in essence, the idea is to place the vortices that perform the composite fermion ͑CF͒ transformation 4, 5 around the location of the electron, rather ''on top'' of them͔. Let us consider the Laughlin wave function as given in Eq. ͑1͒, where z k ϭx k ϩiy k is kth electron position in the xy plane in complex notation, and l 0 ϭ͓ប/(eB)͔ 1/2 is the magnetic length. This wave function represents a gaped, uniform, and isotropic liquid, and is an excellent description of a liquid state at filling factor ϭ1, 1/3, and 1/5 of the LLL ͑for ϭ1/7, the WC state prevails, see previous discussion, and Ref. 22͒ .
To build a liquid crystal ͑BRS͒ state out of the liquid states we split the zeros of the wave function in a way that conserves the antisymmetry ͑Fermi statistics͒ and translational invariance, but breaks the rotational invariance of the wave function. This is done by introducing a preferred set of directions 24,18 -20,22 into the wave function creating a degree of anisotropy. A generalized liquid-crystal wave function for a filling factor ϭ1/m can then be easily written as
͑3͒
where the complex directors ␣ are distributed in pairs of opposite value in the complex plane ͑to satisfy Fermi statistics͒. In this paper we focus on the states with the highest level of discrete symmetry possible at each filling factor, which is set by distributing the ␣ symmetrically in a circle around the origin,
Without loss of generality ␣ can be taken to be real. The wave function in Eq. ͑3͒ represents a homogeneous liquid crystalline state at filling factors ϭ1/m, is antisymmetric, lies entirely in the LLL, and is smoothly connected to the isotropic Laughlin state for ␣ϭ0.
III. INTERACTION POTENTIALS AND MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
For our simulations we consider N electrons in a charge neutralizing background. When considering the quantum Hamiltonian Ĥ ϭK ϩV , the strong magnetic field quantizes the kinetic energy K so that single-LL wave functions have a constant ͑and thus irrelevant͒ kinetic energy, ͗K ͘/N. The only relevant contribution comes, therefore, from the total potential-energy operator
consisting of electron-electron, electron-background and background-background, interactions.
It has been a common practice to work on the surface of a sphere 5 in order to minimize boundary effects in the finitesize computations. However, due to the anisotropic nature of the states under consideration this scheme would produce significant problems due to the need to have topological defects at the ''poles'' of the sphere. We therefore work on a simpler disk geometry, where the neutralizing positive background has a uniform density 0 ϭ/(2l 0 2 ) and is spread over a disk of radius R N ϭl 0 (2N/) 1/2 with an area ⍀ N ϭR N 2 . Our goal is to thoroughly investigate the possibility of a liquid crystal state in the LLL for electrons interacting not only with the usual bare Coulomb potential v C (r 12 ) ϭe 2 /(⑀r 12 ) but also for a variety of other reasonable effective potentials that take into consideration the finite thickness of the quasi-2D electron layer. As previously shown by Zhang and Das Sarma ͑ZDS͒, 27 , the electron-electron interaction in a quasi-2D system can be written as
where r 12 is the 2D distance separating the two electrons, ⑀ is the average background dielectric constant, J 0 is the Bessel function of zeroth order, and b is a parameter related to the finite thickness of the 2D layer ͑if we define the average thickness as Z , then bϭ3/Z ). In addition, we also consider two other interaction potentials
The two model potentials include the thickness effect phenomenologically 27 through the length parameter, ϭZ /2 ϭ1.5/b. All the above potentials have the same Coulomb behavior for large r 12 , but differ from the bare Coulomb potential for small r 12 .
To consider the zero-temperature stability of the liquidcrystal states of Eq. ͑3͒ with respect to the uniform isotropic liquid state counterparts, we performed extensive MC simulations in order to compute the energy and other quantities for the four different interaction potentials. Since the potentials involved are merely single-and two-body interactions, we need to accurately determine all single-and doubleparticle distribution functions, i.e., the density (r) ϵ͚͗ iϭ1 N ␦(r i Ϫr)͘, and the pair-correlation function g(r 12 ), respectively. The determination of such functions allows an accurate determination of all potential energies in the N →ϱ thermodynamic limit. 28 By definition, the pair-correlation function g(r 12 ) is the conditional probability ͓normalized so that g(ϱ)ϭ1] to find an electron at position rЉ given that another electron is found at position rЈϭrЉϪr 12 ,
where 0 ϭ/(2l 0 2 ) is the average bulk electron density. It is also useful to define the static structure factor S(q), which is given by the 2D Fourier transform of g(r 12 ),
Ϫiq•r 12 ͓g͑ r 12 ͒Ϫ1͔. ͑9͒
Note that, because of the anisotropy of the wave function, both functions are explicitly angle dependent: g(r 12 ) ϭg(r 12 ,) and S(q)ϭS(q, q ) for ␣ 0. It is also worth noting that the charge neutrality sum rule guarantees that S(q)ϰq 2 for q→0. 10, 25, 26 In the thermodynamic limit, the ground-state correlation energy per particle can be easily computed from
where v(r 12 ) can have any reasonable form; in particular, it can take the form of any of the potentials shown in Eqs. ͑6͒ and ͑7͒. Because the interaction potentials are centrally symmetric, the above formula can be rewritten in the simpler form
where ḡ (r 12 ) is the angle-averaged pair distribution function
Angle-averaged single-particle density, (r), for N ϭ196 electrons and filling factors ϭ1/3, 1/5, and 1/7. We show the results for the isotropic cases (␣ϭ0) and, for a large ␣ ͑the oscillations observed in this case are discussed in Sec. V͒. Here r is the distance from the center of the disk.
For specific cases ͓as for the v ZDS (r 12 ) potential, which has strongly oscillatory behavior in real space, making the numerical calculations very unstable and precarious͔ a corresponding formula that uses the static structure factor was employed:
In this case ṽ (q) is the 2D Fourier transform of the interaction potential, and we also define the angle-averaged static structure factor S (q)ϭ͐ 0 2 d q /(2)S(q). The use of the static structure factor has the added advantage of allowing the calculation of the correlation energies in all LL's from a single determination of the pair-correlation function in the LLL, 18 -20 
where L L (x) are Laguerre polynomials and L corresponds to the LL index. As in any MC calculation using the the Metropolis algorithm, 29 the expectation value of any ͓position dependent, e.g., (r)] operator can be computed by averaging the local value of the operator over a large number of electronic configurations generated from the probability distribution P ϰ͉⌿ 1/m ␣ ͉ 2 . In a MC attempt, one electron is moved to a new position r trial ϭr i ϩ⌬ i , where ⌬ i is a random vector in some domain. If the probability ratio, P(r trial )/P(r i ) is larger than a random number uniformly distributed in the ͓0,1͔ range then the move is accepted and we let r iϩ1 ϭr trial , otherwise the move is rejected and r iϩ1 ϭr i . We adjust the size of the domain over which ⌬ i 's vary so that about half of the attempted moves are accepted. Following standard practice, we denote a MC step ͑MCS͒ a sequence of steps described above so that every electron in the system has attempted a move ͑and about half succeed͒. After a MCS the system is in a state essentially uncorrelated to the previous one and averages are computed for the desired operators. 30 The results we report were obtained after discarding 100 000 ''thermalization'' MCS's and using between 2ϫ10 6 and 4ϫ10 7 MCS's for averaging purposes on systems of 200-400 electrons.
IV. MONTE CARLO RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
By using MC methods we studied the possibility of a liquid-crystal state in the LLL for the leading candidate states at filling factors, ϭ1/3, 1/5, and 1/7. A trial-wave function as in Eq. ͑3͒ was considered and various properties were analyzed as function of the anisotropic parameter ␣. Various interaction potentials were considered for the computation of the correlation energies ͓see Eqs. ͑6͒, ͑7͒, ͑10͒, ͑11͒, ͑13͒, ͑14͔͒, all have in common the fact that they incorporate the effects of finite layer thickness into the quasi-2D electronic system and are essentially identical to Coulomb's for large distances. This choice is motivated by the well-known fact that the finite layer thickness of a real 2D system leads to a weakening and eventual collapse of the FQHE. 31 Therefore, when the finite layer thickness ͑parameter ) increases as to become larger than the magnetic length, the short-range part of the Coulomb interaction softens and as a result the isotropic FQHE liquid state may become unstable with respect to another state of different nature ͑a possible new candidate can be the liquid-crystal state considered here, and/or a Wigner crystal͒.
In Fig. 1 we show a plot of the angle-averaged singleparticle density (r) for states of Nϭ196 electrons and filling factors of ϭ1/3, 1/5, and 1/7. The existence, for ␣ ϭ0 of a large region around the center of the disk (rϭ0) with constant density is an indication that there is bulklike behavior. 28 Results for moderate values of ␣ are similar to those for ␣ϭ0. For larger ␣ an apparent density fluctuation propagates from the edges to the center making it very difficult to identify a ''bulk'' region. The existence of this density fluctuation is discussed in detail in Sec. V. We found that values of ␣ acceptable for the purposes of calculating bulklike properties in reasonably sized systems are as follows: ␣Շ3 for ϭ1/3, ␣Շ4 for both ϭ1/5 and 1/7, respectively.
In order to compare the energy of the isotropic Laughlin liquid state with that of an anisotropic liquid-crystal state, we first need an accurate computation of the pair distribution function in terms of the parameter ␣. For the smallest ␣'s, a number of Nϭ196 electrons was sufficient to give a very accurate pair distribution function, whereas as many as 400 electrons were used when ␣'s became large as to induce sizable oscillations in the density. Figure 3 shows the corresponding static structure factors S(q) obtained from g(r) using Eq. ͑9͒.
Since the angle-averaged ḡ (r 12 ) is sufficient for the determination of the energy, we averaged it ͑at significant savings in computer time͒ for various combinations of filling factor , and anisotropy parameter ␣. Figure 4 shows some of our results for 196 -400 electrons.
At all filling factors that we considered, we noted that ḡ (r 12 ) changes very little when parameter ␣ is small ͑e.g., 1͒. Only for larger ␣'s (տ2) sizable changes take effect. In view of this behavior, we anticipate that the energy differences between the isotropic liquid state (␣ϭ0) and the anisotropic liquid-crystal state with small anisotropy parameters (␣ϭ1) will be quite small. In fact, the calculation of energy differences between these states and the isotropic state are comparable to the estimated accuracy of our energy calculations. However, since the energy differences for larger ␣'s show a definite tendency in all cases, we believe that the results are, significantly reliable ͑since the statistical uncertainty on any MC calculation is systematic, the energy differences may be even more accurate than the absolute energies͒. Tables I-III Similar results are obtained in the first excited LL ͓Lϭ1 in Eq. ͑14͒, we omit the results for brevity͔. For all forms of the interaction potential considered here, the correlation energy for anisotropic states is higher, once again leaving the Laughlin state stable. However, it is interesting to note that for the second excited LL (Lϭ2) the situation changes for the nematic states at ϭ1/3 of the valence LL, where anisotropic states become energetically favorable. Table IV shows the results for the energies, E ␣ and energy differences, ⌬E ␣ ϵE ␣ ϪE 0 ͑also shown in Fig. 6͒ between anisotropic states (␣ 0) and the isotropic state (␣ϭ0) for filling factor TABLE II. Correlation energy per particle in the LLL ͑in units of e 2 /⑀l 0 ) for the liquid crystal ͑BRS͒ states at filling factor ϭ1/5 as a function of the anisotropy parameter ␣ and quasi-2D layer width . Three forms of the interaction potential were used. The three potentials reduce to the standard Coulomb potential for ϭ0. ϭ1/3 in the second excited LL (Lϭ2) obtained from potential v 1 (r 12 ) ͑the results are quite similar for the other two forms of the potential͒. These results are generally consistent to what we found in the past using the hypernetted-chain approximation. 18, 19 A conclusion can be derived from the above results: generally speaking the isotropic states seem to be energetically favorable, with the exception of the nematic state in the second excited LL. The explanation for this is simple: in the LLL the electron packets are simple Gaussians, and it is clear that the best way to minimize their Coulomb repulsion is by placing the vortices responsible for the CF transformation 4, 5 precisely at the location of the electron themselves (␣ϭ0). In higher LL's, the wavepackets take a more ''ringlike'' shape, and a finite ␣ permits a more optimal distribution of charge for the nematic case ͑but not for either the tetratic or hexatic͒.
V. UNDERLYING CHARGE-DENSITY WAVE IN THE ANISOTROPIC 2DOCP'S
In view of the appearance of considerable density variations in our MC simulations for larger values of ␣ we investigated the possible existence of an underlying CDW for the TABLE III. Correlation energy per particle in the LLL ͑in units of e 2 /⑀l 0 ) for the liquid crystal ͑BRS͒ states at filling factor ϭ1/7 as a function of the anisotropy parameter ␣ and quasi-2D layer width . Three forms of the interaction potential were used. The three potentials reduce to the standard Coulomb potential for ϭ0. liquid crystalline states of Eq. ͑3͒. For this purpose it is useful to consider, once again, the 2DOCP analog system. Whereas considerable effort has been dedicated ͑and a consequent vast knowledge has been achieved͒ in the past to the treatment of the standard isotropic plasma ͑see, e.g., Refs. 10,32,33 and 26͒, little has been pursued for a system with anisotropic interactions, e.g., quadrupolar terms.
Consider the classical distribution function ͑note, in this section we work in units of the magnetic length l 0 )
where, as before, ␣ ϭ␣e i , ϭ2(Ϫ1)/(mϪ1), and ͕1,2, . . . ,(mϪ1)͖. This potential energy corresponds to an ''electrostatic potential'' which is solution of a modified Poisson's equation
and 0 ϭ1/(2m) is a neutralizing density.
Consider now the potential V generated by the addition of some charge ␦(r). This will cause a redistribution of the particles that form the plasma, inducing a density change ͓see the discussion related to the definition of the paircorrelation function, Eq. ͑8͔͒,
The total charge, in reciprocal space, is therefore given by ͓see Eq. ͑9͔͒
leading to a total potential
This result neglects second-order corrections in the distribution functions and is, therefore, commonly referred to as the theory of linear screening. It is now interesting to investigate whether this potential allows for the formation of underlying CDW's in the 2DOCP. Assuming small variations from a uniform state, we allow for the particle density to vary from point to point according to
where q is the wave vector of the CDW and 1 Ӷ 0 . The O͓ 1 2 ͔ ''excess energy'' 10 per unit area is given by
It is evident that the charge neutrality sum rule ͓S(q)ϰq 2 for q→0 10, 25, 26 ͔ guarantees the elimination of the singularity at qϭ0 leading to screening of the interaction. More interesting, however, is the fact that the excess energy becomes negative for a variety of wave vectors when ␣ 0. If we write Eq. ͑22͒ explicitly for the various states considered in this paper: FIG. 6 . Energy difference between anisotropic states and the isotropic state (␣ϭ0) ⌬E ␣ ϵE ␣ ϪE 0 for filling factor ϭ1/3 in the second excited valence LL (Lϭ2). These results correspond to the interaction potential form v 1 (r 12 ) and are plotted as function of the quasi-2D layer thickness . We can see that the most important configurations ͑those that make the potential ␤V minimum and maximize their probability͒ correspond to charge-density waves with wave vectors in the neighborhood of 34 ␣q/Ӎ͕(1,0),(Ϫ1,0)͖ for the nematic, ␣q/Ӎ͕(1,1),(1,Ϫ1),(Ϫ1,1),(Ϫ1,Ϫ1)͖ for the tetratic, and ␣q/Ӎ͕( One should note that these underlying CDW's are extremely soft and fluctuations will render them invisible in the thermodynamic and ergodic limits. In our simulations, however, their effects are perceptible ͑see, e.g., Fig. 1͒ for large values of the anisotropy parameter ␣ because of phase locking at the boundaries. A detailed study of the fluctuations of these CDW's will be published elsewhere.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have investigated the possibility of liquid-crystal states in quasi-two-dimensional electron systems in strong magnetic fields. We considered translation invariant yet anisotropic states at filling factors ϭ1/3, 1/5, and 1/7 of the lowest (Lϭ0), first excited (Lϭ1) and second excited (Lϭ2) LL's. We found that the anisotropic states possess an underlying CDW along directors with the same symmetry group of the proposed state but these CDW's are ''washed-out'' by fluctuations. We applied MC methods to calculate the ͑angle-dependent͒ pair-correlation function and static structure factors for these states, which have permitted us to calculate the correlation energies for a variety of reasonable generalizations of the Coulomb potential that take into consideration the finite width of the quasi-2D layer. For all states and potentials under consideration the isotropic Laughlin state is found to be energetically favorable in the lowest and first excited LL, whereas we find an instability of the ϭ1/3 nematic state in the second excited LL.
